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Dear Readers,
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Hydrogen and fuel cells will play a significant part in the energy supply in the 21 st century. Specialists have realised this for some time and now the wider public is becoming
increasingly aware of it. Green hydrogen can be used in the transport sector, in industry
and in the domain of the power and heat supply – thus making a major contribution to
climate protection. This future technology is already highly developed and has found
market-ready applications in many fields.
North Rhine-Westphalia is particularly suitable as a development location: in Europe we have a unique density of commercial hydrogen generation plants. Furthermore
hydrogen arises in large quantities as a by-product in the chemical industry. Our infrastructure also provides excellent conditions for this – including a hydrogen pipeline
which can serve as the backbone of a future network of filling stations. There are already
numerous active companies and top research facilities involved in pioneering projects in
this field. We have commissioned a study to examine the precise potential of hydrogen
in North Rhine-Westphalia and to draw up related measures.
It is our aim to make our state a leading location in Europe for hydrogen technologies and electromobility. For this purpose we intend to improve the parameters available.
As a specific promotional effort the economic affairs ministry announced at the end of
2018 the competition “Model Municipality/Region Hydrogen Mobility NRW”. The aim
is to identify a model municipality or model region which demonstrates how hydrogen
mobility can be successfully put into practice. From the schemes submitted an initial
selection will be made of three municipalities or regions and these will be assisted in the
preparation of an implementation-based feasibility study. At the end of January this year
we will announce the names of the three successful municipalities or regions. The final
decision as to who will be the model municipality or model region is scheduled for the
beginning of 2020. NRW will provide funds of about one million euros to finance this.
This issue of “innovation & energy” is devoted to the important topic of hydrogen
and fuel cell technology. It contains a wealth of information on the technology which
is already present and which points to the future. And so I hope this gives you with a
stimulating read.

Christoph Dammermann
State Secretary in the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Innovation, Digitization
and Energy of North Rhine-Westphalia
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Waste
heat saves
natural gas
In Lindlar the company
MSSC Ahle GmbH has
been manufacturing
springs from metal wire
since it was founded in
1904.

A

n EnergyAgency.NRW video on
YouTube shows how Ahle has succeeded in saving 63 percent natural gas by using waste heat – an efficiency
measure which earned the company the
EnergyInnovation Award.NRW (eip) in the
“waste heat utilisation” category last summer. “While introducing the energy management system we soon realised that we
discharge a relatively large amount of heat
into the environment,” CEO Götz Peter Ander explains in the film.
The waste gases from the hardening of the springs are burnt subsequently
to clean them thermally. The heat produced by this combustion was previously discharged into the atmosphere.
But now the waste heat is used for the
downstream powder coating process and
replaces a large portion of the natural gas
which serves as a fuel.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr161

NRW funding programme
topped up to 40 million euros

N

orth Rhine-Westphalia will be expanding its “Low-Emission Mobility”
funding programme: As from February 2019 the state will finance the purchase
of electric cars to the tune of 4,000 euros
to supplement the existing environmental
bonus of 4,000 euros. For commercial vehicles up to 7.5 tonnes the state will even
make available 8,000 euros. If the credit
rating is good the remaining purchase
price can be financed by an interest-free
loan from the NRW.Bank. This assistance is
aimed at commercial users and is available
not only for purchases but also for leasing
and long-term rentals. A further new feature: assistance for consulting services will
in future be possible not only for lessors,
municipalities and companies, but also for

home owner associations. The funds provided under the “Low-Emission Mobility”
programme to date remain unchanged.
These include, but are not restricted to:
■■ the purchase of electric vehicles for
municipalities
■■ the installation of charging infrastructure for municipalities, companies
and private individuals
■■ consulting services for the practical
implementation of electromobility
locally for municipalities, companies
and lessors
■■ the purchase of electric cargo bikes for
municipalities, companies and private
individuals in municipalities where
there is a high level of nitrogen pollution
www.elektromobilitaet.nrw.de

New tax benefits for electric
company cars

E

lectric company cars are more favourable in tax terms. The tax rate
for purely electric vehicles (with battery or fuel cell) and many plug-in hybrids
which are also used for private purposes
was cut to 0.5 percent of the of the gross
list price as from 1 January 2019. For company cars with conventional diesel engines
the tax rate stays at one percent. The new
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provision applies for all electric cars purchased or leased after 31 December 2018
and before 1 January 2022. After the federal cabinet had already expressed approval
for the 0.5 percent rule for electrical company cars in August 2018, the Bundesrat
cleared the way for this new legislation in
November 2018.
www.elektromobilitaet.nrw.de
innovation & energy 1 | 2019

Solar register for
NRW is online

W

ith the new state-wide solar
register house owners, owners of commercial real properties, housing associations, municipalities
and energy suppliers now have
the opportunity to discover – free of charge and
promptly – the potentials for photovoltaic
and solar thermal
systems on their
roofs. In NRW the
roughly eleven million roofs could
generate about
68 terawatt hours
of electricity (TWh)
a year – at the present
time they only produce 3.9
TWh. If the full potential were to
be utilised it would be possible in electricity generation alone to save around 35 million tonnes of CO2.

With the NRW solar register
compiled by the State Department for Nature, the Environment and
Consumer Protection (LANUV) it is now
possible to obtain precise information on the income of a solar
system. The integrated PV
income calculator takes
account of the suitable
roof area, the average
radiation energy and
the installable capacity. It is also possible
to include storage
systems and electric
cars when calculating
a photovoltaic system.
Towns and municipalities
have the opportunity to integrate the solar register into their
website by clicking a link – and tailoring it
to the respective area.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr162

New CHP market guide
Use energy once, profit from it twice – that’s the principle of combined heat and power generation (CHP).

C

HP generates electricity and heat
simultaneously. This means that
CHP is the most efficient option
when it comes to the energy-related use
of fuels, whether fossil or renewable. Using
it creates enormous
potentials
for cli-
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mate protection and the conservation of
resources. With the market guide for CHP
(Marktführer.KWK) the EnergyAgency.
NRW has created an orientation aid for
the CHP sector in North Rhine-Westphalia. It provides a general survey of this topic and gives a blanket list of companies
and institutions operating in
the CHP field. In addition to
the online presentation
at www.kwk-für-nrw.
de/marktfuehrer the
EnergyAgency.NRW
has also published a
printed version for
2019. This can be ordered
free of charge at www.energieagentur.nrw under the menu
item “Service”.

Japan & NRW:

Cooperation on
H2 matters

I

n February 2019 a delegation of entrepreneurs from NRW is travelling to Japan to exchange discuss the subject of
hydrogen, fuel cells and electromobility
with Japanese experts. No other country
is as advanced in the research into and
application of hydrogen. In this field Japan has set itself highly ambitious targets.
By the Olympic Games in Tokyo in 2020
it is intended to have 40,000 hydrogenpowered cars on the road here and they
will be able to obtain their fuel at 160 filling
stations. In the Osaka region in particular
many companies with hydrogen expertise
have set up a base and have made this location into one of the leading H 2 regions.
The entrepreneur group from NRW will
also visit sample projects in Osaka and implement the declaration of intent signed in
October 2018 between NRW’s economic
affairs ministry and prefecture of Osaka
concerning hydrogen and fuel cell technology. Expert seminars and B2B matchmaking events will also take place prior
to a visit to the Fuel Cell Expo or Battery
Expo in Tokyo.
orthuber@energieagentur.nrw
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Boost for
hydrogen
Today hydrogen is primarily a major resource for the
chemical and petrochemical industry. And hydrogen
(H2 for short) will continue to play a decisive role in the
energy system of the future because power generation
from wind and photovoltaics is steadily increasing and
as a consequence so are the periods of surplus electricity and electricity shortages owing to the related
fluctuations.

T

hat is why such an energy system needs a large
number of energy storage facilities of different
kinds. Battery and pumped storage can store
electricity for a number of hours. But the capacities
are not sufficient to make available larger quantities
of energy over longer periods. And it’s precisely here
that hydrogen comes in: Power-to-X plants can react
flexibly to the fluctuating generation of wind and solar

6

power by breaking down water into its constituents
of hydrogen and oxygen. Synthetic energy sources
based on hydrogen or hydrogen in its pure form can
therefore be stored for long periods and can be used
in various sectors such as industry or transport. The
advantage is that existing infrastructures such as gas
lines or cavern storage systems can be used for this
purpose.

innovation & energy 1 | 2019

Hydrogen in the gas grid
Using the natural gas grid the hydrogen can be fed to
all the typical gas applications and can replace fossilbased gas – be it after being fed as pure hydrogen
in limited quantities or after methanisation involving
carbon dioxide in unlimited quantities. In Ibbenbüren
the company innogy SE has been operating such a
plant for a number of years using PEM electrolysis
and 150 kW input capacity. The hydrogen produced
is fed in a gas expansion plant into the public gas grid;
the portion of hydrogen in the natural gas always remains below 1 percent. What
is a

Hydrogen pipeline network (240 km)
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one-off worldwide is the use of waste heat from the
electrolyser, which is employed here to preheat the
natural gas prior to expansion. The outcome is that
a record degree of energy utilization of 86 percent is
achieved. If waste heat is not used the efficiency – in
terms of calorific value – is 71 percent. A grid-appropriate remote control system of this installation is being tested by the electricity grid operator in the context of the design grid joint project. The trend now is
towards larger electrolysers and also towards the conversion of the previous natural gas pipelines to pure
hydrogen. Amprion and Open Grid Europe intend
to give a joint boost to intelligent sector linking
with power-to-gas by testing the technology on a large-scale plant of the 50 to 100
MW class. The potential sites are located
among other things in the north of North
Rhine-Westphalia. Hydrogen pipelines are
not uncharted territory when it comes to
their industrial use. In NRW, for example, the
company Air Liquide has been operating such
a large-scale pipeline for decades. It links hydrogen production and consumer locations in
the Rhine-Ruhr region.
Hydrogen in industry
Beyond its use in the energy system, the hydrogen
produced by electrolysis from wind power can replace the hydrogen in industry and refineries which
was previously recovered from fossil resources with
a considerable loss risk. One example of this is the
world’s largest PEM electrolysis facilities with ➜
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a rated capacity of 10 MW being built on the Shell
Rhineland Refinery Wesseling site. This is part of
the EU-funded project REFHYNE. It is regarded as
a key technology for CO 2 -free hydrogen in the refinery since the hydrogen can be completely integrated
in the refinery process. It also helps to stabilise the
power grid where there is a growing portion of fluctuating renewable energy sources. The plant is being
built with assistance from the European funding programme Fuel and Hydrogen Joint Undertaking (FCH
JU). It was launched in January 2018 and is due to go
into service in 2020.
Furthermore hydrogen can be used with the
inevitable CO 2 to manufacture propellants or basic
substances. One example of this is the BMBF-funded
project Carbon2Chem, in which research is being conducted at the ThyssenKrupp steel site in Duisburg into
the use of gas emissions from steel production as a
resource while using electrolysis hydrogen for chemical products. In September 2018 a 2-MW electrolyser,
also from ThyssenKrupp, was put into service. A testing site for various types of electrolyser is currently
being built in the context of the Project at the Centre
for Fuel Cell Technology (ZBT) in Duisburg.

Looking further afield:

Hydrogen in Japan, USA and China
In addition to Germany, it’s mainly Japan and the USA, and finally a particularly
vigorous China, who are the pioneers when it comes to the market launch of
hydrogen and fuel cell applications. In Japan there are already 250,000 fuel
cell heating units in use by private customers. For the 2020 Olympic Games in
Tokyo it is planned to deploy 100 fuel-cell-powered buses in passenger transport. In the USA more than 20,000 material handling vehicles, such as forklifts,
are already in service with fuel cells in intralogistics. And in China there are at
least three to four production shops in which 5,000 to 10,000 fuel cell drive
systems for buses and trucks can be produced by 2020.

Test and research platforms
In the h2herten application centre a pilot plant was set
up with NRW/EU co-funding to conduct research and
development into components and configurations for
regenerative energy supply. This model plant represents a complete regenerative energy supply based
on hydrogen. The core, an energy complementary
system consisting of an electrolyser, compressor, H2
storage facility, fuel cell and batter, is one of the most
advanced power-to-gas installations for the decentralised provision of regenerative power and hydrogen..
The application centre also serves as a test centre
for components. At the present time the Japanese
electrolyser manufacturer Asahi Kasei is testing its
product for the European market in Herten.
The virtual institute “Power to Gas and Heat”
founded in 2014 analyses the possible use paths for
power-to-X and evaluates them both technically and
economically. To achieve this, the virtual institute
identifies and combines the competencies available
in NRW. At the Gas- und Wärme-Institut Essen e.V.
(GWI) a 15 kW PEM electrolysis facility (from the Jülich
Research Centre IEK-3) is being erected for research
purposes as part of the project. This also includes
chemical methanisation (from ZBT).
Hydrogen in mobility
In addition hydrogen is highly important when it
comes to ensuring sustainable and low-emission traffic with fuel cell vehicles. Compared to conventional
combustion engines fuel cells are considerably more
efficient and with them mobility is possible without
health-harming emissions – only water vapour comes
out of the exhaust. Fuel-cell-powered vehicles achieve
ranges of as much as 750 kilometres and can be filled
up in less than five minutes. The first series cars are
already on the market, and some manufacturers offer
town buses, multiple-unit trains, urban commercial
vehicles and light delivery vehicles. Demonstrators for
heavy goods vehicles, ships and short-haul aircraft are
operating safely or are being built. The main development goal is a further reduction in costs and continued construction of the hydrogen infrastructure,
in other words of filling stations. These have already
been launched in various regions of the world, including the USA, Japan, China and the EU. In the EU Germany has made the greatest progress in terms of the
hydrogen infrastructure with more than 50 H2 filling
stations involving 700-bar technology. In NRW eight
such filling stations exist and ten are under construction. Nationwide in Germany it is planned to have 100
filling stations by the end of 2019.

Filling up: the bus gets new hydrogen for its
next trips.
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Production of a CFC container (H2 storage tank)
at NPROXX, Jülich

Compared to battery-powered vehicles, fuel cell
vehicles are less efficient (although more efficient than
vehicles which run on synthetic fuels), but they travel
greater distances and have shorter filling times with
higher payloads. Experts from the automobile industry therefore assume that, depending on the size of
vehicle and its intended use, either purely batterypowered vehicles, purely fuel-cell-powered vehicles
or vehicles with a combination of battery and fuel cell
will be put into service. The Jülich Research Centre
conducted a cost study concerning the construction of the respective infrastructures on behalf of H2
Mobolity Deutschland. The study revealed that with
a 50 percent breakdown of the German car fleet – 20
million fuel cells and 20 million battery-powered vehicles – the total costs for the H2 infrastructure would
amount to 40 billion euros and 51 billion euros for the
charging infrastructure.
Fuel-cell-powered buses in Cologne and Wuppertal
In view of the steadily increasing traffic flows and the
driving bans being announced at the present time,
public local passenger transport will have to contribute more to emission reduction in towns in future.
Emission-free variants here are once again based on
the fuel cell and/or the battery. Fuel-cell-based buses
have been a focal element of development in NRW
for ten years. When it comes to the drive concepts
there is at present an evident trend towards so-called
ranger extender concepts. In these a comparatively
small fuel cell (around 60 kW) serves to recharge during travel the electricity storage system of what is actually a battery-driven bus. This in turn substantially
increases the travelling range without having to install
a larger and hence heavy battery.
With the aim of substantially lowering the costs
for purchase and operation of buses, the EU programme “FCH JU” was launched in 2016 to establish
a wide-ranging procurement programme for fuel-cellpowered buses. This led to the projects JIVE 1 and 2
(JIVE = Joint Initiative for Hydrogen Vehicles across
Europe), through which around 300 fuel cell-powered
buses are to be purchased throughout Europe and to
be put into service in about 20 transport companies
from the end of 2019. In NRW the transport companies
Regionalverkehr Köln GmbH (RVK) and WSW mobil
innovation & energy 1 | 2019

Traffic planning under Jens Conrad, division head at Regionalverkehr Köln
GmbH (RVK), goes for alternative drives in a big way.

GmbH from Wuppertal, are participating. The former
has already been deploying fuel-cell-powered buses
since 2011. Within the framework of the JIVE projects
RVK intends to purchase 45 fuel cell buses and WSW
20. In this connection H2 filling stations for buses with
350-bar technology will be set up: in Wuppertal, Wermelskirchen and Meckenheim. With the help of projects such as JIVE it has been possible to reduce the
purchase price of a fuel-cell-powered bus to about half
that in 2014.
StreetScooter and e.GO in Aachen
The Aachen-based start-ups StreetScooter and e.GO
Mobile have aroused a lot of interest across the regions with the battery-powered vehicles they have
developed themselves. They are also concerned with
fuel-cell-based variants to power heavier vehicles or
to achieve longer ranges. For instance, e.GO Mobile
recently announced the establishment of the joint venture e.GO REX GmbH with Proton Motor Fuel Cell. e.GO
REX GmbH will develop and produce a compact fuel
cell system suitable for large series with 22 to 30 kW
as a range extender for serial plug-in hybrid vehicles
such as the small electric bus e.GO Mover. This system
will also be available on the market to other OEMs and
converters as from 2021. An initial trial model is currently being built. From 2010 it is intended to fit up to
15,000 e.GO Movers with the fuel cell range extender
every year.
The StreetScooter is a North Rhine-Westphalian
success story in the domain of electrically powered
commercial vehicles. More than 7,000 battery-powered StreetScooters are already in silent and ➜
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Fuel-cell-powered inland ship
“MS innogy”

emission-free use for Deutsche Post. Recently the
grids operator Westnetz GmbH announced it intends
in future to deploy StreetScooters on a large scale for
its grid technicians. The innogy subsidiary and the car
manufacturer have agreed a long-term development
partnership which will also cover the development of
vehicles powered by fuel cells and hydrogen, the aim
being to increase the travelling range and to adapt the
vehicles to the requirements for use in rural areas. It
was already made known last year that 500 StreetScooters with fuel cell are to be introduced successively
to support the Deutsche Post DHL clean fleet. They

New brochure
on the subject
of “hydrogen”

T

his brochure, published by the EnergyAgency.
NRW, deals with innovative solutions offered by
the hydrogen sector. From research to market
launch, the current developments in hydrogen and fuel
cell technology over the entire innovation process are
described, mainly with reference to selected practical examples from NRW. “An attractive solution”, is
how NRW’s Economic Affairs Minister Prof. Dr. Andreas Pinkwart describes it in the brochure’s introduction. “In a time when we are working at full pelt
on a low-emission and climate-friendly energy supply,
hydrogen may be the key to the energy transition,” the
Minister explains. This was also the outcome of government consultations between NRW and the Netherlands, where Minister Pinkwart recently discussed
with his Dutch counterpart the topics of “hydrogen for
a greenhouse-gas-neutral industry” and the “energy
system of the future” and agreed a close collaboration on this subject. With the Japanese prefecture of
Osaka Minister Pinkwart signed a specific agreement
concerning collaboration in the field of hydrogen in
October 2018.
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will be fuelled a total of 15 public hydrogen stations of
H2 Mobility. “Hydrogen drive is the most honest solution ecologically,” says Prof. Günther Schuh, CEO of
e.GO Mobile.
Further applications in NRW
In the Düsseldorf plant of Mercedes-Benz a demonstration project has been in progress since December 2014 in which hydrogen-powered forklifts are
deployed in the in-plant logistics. Given the positive
experience with this it is planned to successively expand the fleet. In order to demonstrate a solution to
the range problem of electromobility in shipping, innogy SE launched the “MS innogy” in the context of
the “Green Capital of Europe – Essen 2017” in the
summer of that year. For this purpose the previously
diesel-powered excursion boat was fitted with a methanol-fuel cell electric engine and has since operated
as a scheduled service.
Fuel cells for the energy supply
Fuel cells for the energy supply work silently and without pollution emissions at efficiency levels of up to 60
percent for electricity generation and up to 90 percent including heat generation. The high efficiency
even at low output levels makes it ideal for decentralised supply tasks. The smallest unit supply portable
communication and measuring devices. Micro CHP
plants based on gas (natural gas/biogas) on a kW
scale supply private households and small commercial establishments – Solid Power is one of Europe’s
largest manufacturers and it operates in Heinsberg,
NRW. Somewhat larger units supply radio and grid
transformer stations (for example at Netzgesellschaft
Düsseldorf), larger ones into the MW range are used
for combined heat and power (CHP) for large buildings
and industry or guarantee an uninterruptible electricity supply which is requires little maintenance. The
low-oxygen exhaust air from fuel cells can also be used
for fire control in warehouses and data centres (for
example at ZBT in Duisburg).
NRW model municipalities sought
The NRW state government is also very active in its
support for hydrogen technology. Since 2000, 130
innovation & energy 1 | 2019

Eugen Puderbach, CEO of Regionalverkehr Köln
GmbH (RVK), tests hydrogen technology in local public transport.
Fuel cell-powered forklift at Mercedes in
Düsseldorf

research and development projects have received financial support to the tune of 150 million euros. There
is currently a “Model Municipality/Region Hydrogen
Mobility NRW Competition” in which the government
of NRW will support up to three municipalities or regions to become the hydrogen mobility model municipality or model region in North Rhine-Westphalia.
From the schemes submitted an initial selection will
be made of three municipalities or regions and these
will be assisted in the drawing up of an implementation-oriented feasibility study. NRW will provide funds
of about one million euros to finance this. The municipality or region with the best scheme will be awarded
the title of Model Municipality/Region Hydrogen Mobility NRW. In addition the state has commissioned a
study which is to establish the significance of H2 in the
future energy system with the potential economic opportunities and the possible contributions to climate
protection in the sectors of electricity, heat, transport
and industry. It will also draw up the requirements for
the infrastructures in the relevant sectors for NRW as
an economic hub. And finally, in 2019 the Hydrogen.
NRW Research Prize will be awarded. This is intended
to encourage young graduates to integrate the topic

of hydrogen in their degree theses and in that way
strengthen NRW as a research location.
The Fuel Cell and Hydrogen, Electromobility
Network of the EnergyAgency.NRW is the contact organisation in the state for all the themes mentioned.
Working on behalf of the NRW state government it
promotes the exchange between all the participating
companies and research institutions in NRW. It brings
together experienced and new players (now more than
500) in the field of fuel cell and hydrogen technology
plus electromobility so that they can advance their
development and market launch jointly. The aims are
to establish a relevant industrial sector and to support
emission control and climate protection in times of
energy and transport transition.

www.energieagentur.nrw/brennstoffzelle

Under the bonnet: insights into the technology of
tomorrow already in use today.

innovation & energy 1 | 2019
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Energy infrastructure of the future
The Competence Centre for Energy Technology (KET) of the University
of Paderborn was successful in the 4th round of the EFRE.NRW funding
competition “Research Infrastructures” and was awarded 3.5 million
euros financial assistance to set up a microgrid laboratory.

C

oordinated by the Department of
Power Electronics and Electric Drive
Technology (LEA) the three-year
project is scheduled to start shortly. For
the future energy supply the combination
of renewable energy sources with storage
systems and microgrids is of central importance. The term microgrid describes the
concept of a local network which consists
of energy sources, storage facilities and
consumers from various sectors and which
works with or without an external grid link.
With this structure a variety of flexibilisation options arise in the plant concerned.
This means, for example, that there is an

increase in the proportion of regenerative
supplied energy which is consumed internally and the peak output needed at the
grid connection point is reduced.
The potential of microgrids is being
studies worldwide and in particular in the
academic world. But extensive practical
studies for field use are absolutely essential to successfully transfer this to industry.
To enable North Rhine-Westphalia to profit
from the enormous value added potential
of this technological field in the future, the
R&D efforts must be intensified and the
knowledge transfer to industry boosted.
For this purpose the Competence Centre

for Energy Technology (KET) will set up
the “Microgrid Laboratory” research infrastructure.
The core of the laboratory is the development and construction of a highly
flexible, modular development and validation platform for competence-related and
systemic microgrid research. Once the infrastructure has gone into service this platform will be used for many different R&D
projects in cooperation with companies,
in order to develop new or additional energy components and to design innovative
communication and operating strategies
for microgrids.

How the electric
car can help stabilise the grid

E

lectric cars not only emit less pollution than conventional ones, but they
can also increase grid stability in a renewable energy system. This relates specifically to electric cars which have a bidirectional interface – they can both charge
and refeed electricity and they can therefore serve as a temporary battery storage
system and buffer.
Because of the increase in the infeed of renewable energies and the delay
in grid expansion there have often been
bottlenecks in the power grid in the past.
Electric cars which store renewable elec-
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tricity where there is over-production and
return it in times of increased energy demand can help even out the bottlenecks.
The technology behind this principle is
called vehicle-to-grid (V2G). And the great
thing is that for an average of 90 percent
of their time cars are standing around unused. With V2G technology this time can
be used meaningfully.
This is what happens in Hagen: In a
pilot project of the partners ENERVIE (energy supplier), Amprion (transmission network operator, in short: TNO), Nissan (car
manufacturer) and The Mobility House
(technology company) an electric car has
been licensed for the first time in accordance with all the regulatory requirements
of a TNO for the primary control energy
market. This means that the car, a Nissan
Leaf, is integrated in the German power
grid as a control power plant. This is regarded as a milestone for the establishment of V2G technology in Germany. In the

project ENERVIE provided the infrastructure and the prerequisites for a grid link on
the company site. In combination with the
intelligent charging and energy management technology of The Mobility House
the charging and discharging processes
were controlled and monitored.
As one of four transmission network
operators Amprion supports the V2G project in Hagen. The TNO defined the technical and regulatory requirements with
respect to the prequalification of a mobile battery storage system on the market for primary control power. Amprion
has now confirmed the suitability of the
Nissan Leaf, as the first electric vehicle,
in combination with the control system of
The Mobility House for this power. At present there are only a few vehicles with bidirectional interface. These include models from Mitsubishi, Citroen, Peugeot and
Nissan. There are also very few charging
points which can charge in both directions.
innovation & energy 1 | 2019

First floating
solar plant in NRW
For wet gravel plants and municipal waterworks
in particular floating solar plants open up the possibility utilising economically unused water areas
to gain electricity, hence stabilising their electricity
costs.

A

t the start of October the trial plant with 46 kWp
was erected in the Lower Rhine region in order to test specifications for simple assembly,
simple stringing and the floating characteristics. “The
expectations have all been met,” Christian Kirschning
of the company SolarAnts confirmed. For 2019 he has
therefore planned to develop and construct 10 megawatts in Germany, and specifically in NRW. Parallel to
this the system is being marketed nationally and internationally by installation firms and system companies. In contrast to green and roof areas, photovoltaics
does not compete with other uses here. The areas are
mostly available lease-free. What’s more, the water
area cools the solar modules, which then yield about
ten percent more than land-based plants.
SolarAnts has now set itself the task of developing a system which is cost-effective and easy to assemble. With this solution SolarAnts can now reduce
the expenditure on transporting the material – namely
to between five and ten articulated trucks per megawatt. The usual pontoon systems need as many as
30 trucks.

innovation & energy 1 | 2019

As an east-to-west system it is less exposed to
the wind in terms of surface area and the electricity
production harmonises with the demand from gravel
plants since these start to produce electricity early in
the day and are active for longer than southern systems. The individual gables are kept together by floaters, and these also serve as maintenance paths. The
external swimmers are equipped with a folding railing.
Floating solar plants in Germany will be limited for the
foreseeable future to 750 kWp, in other countries 100
MWp and more is now the rule. The floating solar plants
have great potential: The Central German Lake District
(Mitteldeutsches Seenland) alone provides space for
more than 20 gigawatts of clean electricity generation. The pits in the Lower Rhine District have, it is
estimated, space for up to 10 gigawatts.

www.energieagentur.nrw/photovoltaik
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Self-sufficient
energy supply
Covestro blades in Tieling, China

Innovation from
NRW successfully tested in
the Far East
The NRW-based company Covestro has
shown with an innovation that sturdy wind
turbines with a high
output can be efficiently
manufactured from new
polyurethane resin.

R

otor blades for wind turbines consist
of glass and carbon fibres which are
soaked with epoxy resin in a vacuum
fusion process. The demand of the wind
energy industry for longer and stronger
rotor blades for the new turbine generations could now be covered by the material polyurethane infusion resin. This has
excellent mechanical properties and a
high resistance to fatigue. The first wind
turbine with rotor blades of polyurethane
infusion resin has been successfully put
into service in a Chinese wind farm. The
spar cap and shear web of the 55.2 metre
long rotor blades for the 2 megawatt wind
turbine was made of the new material. In
addition to its stability it also involves a
faster hardening process and excellent
working properties.
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Fuel cells for stationary applications have already
been funded thousands of times through the KfW
programme 433. But in addition an almost selfsufficient system can also be used in single-family and multi-family houses or in small industry.

T

he Weeze-based company Wystrach
supplies stationary 12- or 16-unit
installations in which the system
stored the hydrogen at a pressure of up
to 300 bar. The Berlin-based company
Home Power Solutions (HPS) develops
and produces systems to store and utilise solar energy for single-family and
multi-family houses. House owners can
thus become independent of external energy supply systems and can store their
regeneratively produced electricity themselves. The “Picea” self-sufficient system
turns an existing solar system into a highavailability power plant and is an energy
storage facility, heating support system
and ventilation unit combined. The solar
energy gained in the summer months can
thus be converted into green hydrogen,
stored for the interim period and turned
back into electricity for the winter. In addition the waste heat arising during operation can be made available in the house for
heating purposes or as hot water and this
reduces the energy costs further. The HPS
system consists of an energy control cen-

tre and a seasonal energy storage system.
The battery, electrolyser and fuel cell work
together efficiently.
The storage system does not require
any conversion work in the house and its
size alone will determine the duration of
the self-sufficient energy period. A storage capacity of more than 1,300 kWh is installed in an area of less than three square
metres – more than a hundred times today’s usual battery solutions and the basic
prerequisite for a completely CO2 -free and
independent energy supply system. The
Picea system is already applied by various
suppliers of prefabricated houses. The Bochum heating and air-conditioning specialist Hasenkamp is one of the first qualified
distribution and service partners for this
self-sufficient energy system.

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr163
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Small-scale
hydropower, big
effect

U

nder the coordination of Prof. Markus Zdrallek
at the chair of electricity supply technology of
the University of Wuppertal calculations specialists calculate how the need for grid expansion in
the distribution networks nationwide would develop
without a contribution form small-scale hydropower
(plants smaller than 1 MW). The result is that there
would be additional grid expansion costs of about
750 million euros in the medium- and low-voltage
grid alone.
Other knowledge acquired here relates to the reduction of grid losses. As a low-fluctuation regenerative energy source small-scale hydropower normally
feeds directly in the near-consumer, lower voltage levels of the distribution network, thus avoiding transmission losses such as are encountered in higher levels of
the transmission networks. Prof. Zdrallek estimates

that the grid services which could be lost without
small-scale hydropower at around 250 million euros.
Furthermore small-scale hydropower contributes to the required voltage quality. It supports the
maintenance of voltage in times of weak regenerative
infeed with increased load, especially in the mediumand low-voltage grids which are subject to extreme
loads.
The many years of operational experience with
hydropower plants and their sturdy design as compared to other technologies also support their use.
The complete study can be found here:
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr164

Energy omnibus law lowers
payment

T

he energy omnibus law resolved by the German
Bundestag on 30 November impacts the payment of photovoltaic revenues between 40 and
750 kWp. This means there is an early gradual reduction of the solar electricity payment of a total of 14
percent on new plants as compared to the figure to
be taken for January 2019. This is 10.36 cent/kWh,
as was already established by the Bundesnetzagentur
in the course of its determination of the degression.
The special reduction begins on 1 February 2019 at
9.87 cent/kWh. In March this will then be lowered to
9.39 cent/kWh, and the figure will finally be reduced
to 8.90 cent/kWh as from 1 April. If one takes into
account the monthly degression of at least 1 percent
which will no longer apply in this period the special
reduction is 11 percent.
The reductions also impact the tenant electricity
subsidy. On account of the linking with the infeed tariff
this will reduce to 0.90 cent/kWh and will fall further in
the context of the mandatory degression. The changes
will have less impact on the addition of plants which
have been optimised for own consumption since the
economic efficiency there depends primarily on the
reduction in the grid demand. Because the average
actual costs for plants between 40 and 750 kWp over

innovation & energy 1 | 2019

20 years are 7.50 to 9.50 cent/kWh, segments which
cannot give evidence of adequate own consumption
are even more cost-intensive as their acquisition are
more heavily impacted. Accordingly among associations, craft enterprises and investors show little understanding of the short run-up time – only one month
between publication of the bill and passing of the act.
The fact that the act is coming into force so soon affects short-term business plans and contracts already
concluded for 2019. There is therefore hardly any time
to adjust business models.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr175
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“Mobility is
always a social
matter as well”
Professor Dr. Antonia Graf teaches
as Junior Professor for Global
Environmental Governance at the
Institute for Political Science of the
University of Münster.

“A traffic transition is not possible with motorised individual means of transport. On the other hand the possibilities offered by demotorisation are considerable.
Towns can experience an enormous enhancement of
quality of life,” Professor Dr. Antonia Graf explained in
an interview on the subject of mobility and the practicality of the traffic transition in towns.

D

r. Graf is the Junior Professor for Global Environmental Governance at the Institute for Political
Science of the University of Münster. Together
with colleagues of the University of Münster and with
scientists from the University of Stuttgart she is conducting research in the DynaMo project into current
processes of transformation and future transformation potentials in the field of urban mobility. The focus
of this work is on social and technological innovations
in the socio-technical system of mobility. The aim of
the project is to design urban mobility systems with
a view to sustainability.
In an in-depth interview with the EnergyAgency.
NRW the researcher explains that developments can
be observed in the traffic sector which are decidedly
positive, but that they have to date not been enough
by far. “Single projects such as car-sharing or the
expansion of cycle lanes are good, but they cannot
break the dominance of cars. In order to really achieve
something in towns and to reduce the burden of motor
traffic it is essential for there to be a courageous and
resolute policy of intervention, in other words concrete
policy measures in order to guide the development
in the right direction,” Professor Graf says and puts
forward specific proposals: “For example, this may include mandatory car-free days or a congestion charge
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in towns. Structural interventions definitely play a role
here as well.”
In all, the aim is to upgrade alternatives and to
make car transport less attractive, she stresses. “It
must be easier for people to leave their cars at home.
But this will only work if fully functioning alternatives
are created before measures are taken. After all, the
question of acceptability for all must always be considered. Mobility is a social matter as well; everyone must
be able to travel to work and do their shopping without
difficulty. If there is a congestion charge the revenues
can be reinvested to expand the alternatives more effectively. Citizens should be responsible for the administration of the funds. This would mean that the town
would benefit in a number of ways. Such measures
give rise to a lot of opportunities if they are correctly
organised and communicated.” The whole interview
with Professor Dr. Graf can be read in the series “Im
Gespräch” on the EnergyAgency.NRW website.

More about the
DynaMo research project:
www.dynamo-research.de
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CHP plant
gets a storage
facility

The first solar cycle rack in Germany
– a 90-metre-long test track has now
been opened in Erftstadt.

Speeding by bike
over solar technology
In Erftstadt Germany’s first solar cycle
track was inaugurated in November
2018.

I

t’s a test track which is 90 metres long in
the suburb of Liblar. 150 highly fractureproof and skid-proof solar modules were
assembled and laid on the asphalt of an existing cycle track. The new kind of roadway
coating developed by Solmove GmbH generates electricity, absorbs noise and can
also melt snow in winter.
When the cycle track was opened in
Erfstadt a new technology celebrated its
premiere. For the first time in Germany solar energy was being generated on public
roads. The solar cycle track was inaugurated by federal Environment Minister Svenja
Schulze . “With the solar cycle track we are
backing an innovative technology which
can simultaneously generate electricity
and melt ice in the winter to facilitate safe
cycling. With facilities like this we want to
make sure cycling becomes increasingly
an attractive alternative to, in particular,
driving a car,” the Minister said.
The solar cycle track is part of the
project “Infrastucture Liblar – Transformation of the Mobility Structure” from the
national competition “Climate Protection
Through Cycling” organised by the National Climate Protection Initiative (NKI), which
innovation & energy 1 | 2019

is funded to the tune of 784,000 euros.
Solmove GmbH, a start-up from Potsdam,
developed the solar modules jointly with
RWTH Aachen University and other research partners. The pioneer of the modules and founder of the start-up is Donald
Müller-Judex. “The test track covers an
area of 200 square metres. We anticipate
that as much as 16,000 kilowatt hours of
electricity per year can be produced on
this. That’s roughly the equivalent of the
annual consumption of four households,”
he explained. A special nubbed structure
in the track covering ensures water drainage, which is intended to prevent soiling
of the solar surface. The test track in Erftstadt will now demonstrate how good this
all works in the long term with everyday
load and weather conditions.

In Bottrop the first
battery storage system was put into
service as part of the
project “CHP plus
Storage”.

T

he house of the family Wehres
had already been equipped with
a micro heat and power generation plant a few years ago and was now enhanced with an electricity storages facility
as part of the project “CHP plus Storage”
of the Gas and Heat Institute Essen. But
this storage system will not be the only
one in Bottrop for long: it is planned to
install up to 20 other plants in houses of
the pioneering project “100 CHP Plants in
Bottrop”. Their integration, operation and
incorporation in the monitoring of electricity storage systems is intended to make
the CHP systems more flexible.
GWI and its project partners analyse
the data acquired and evaluate, among
other things, the economic efficiency for
use of electricity storage systems in conjunction with micro CHP systems. “With
the use of micro CHP plants in combination
with a battery storage system the electricity generated can be utilised more flexibly
in a building,” Prof. Dr. Klaus Görner, Scientific Director of the Gas and Heat Institute,
explains.
“CHP plus Storage” is an important
implementation project in the InnovationCity Ruhr | Model Town Bottrop. Since
2010 more than 300 projects have been
implemented in operational areas of action
in Bottrop. The aim is to reduce CO2 emissions by half within ten years.

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr165
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Digitization and municipal climate protection

Regulating excesses and
exploiting chances

C

hange should always be modernisation. At present causal attributes such as “digitization”
hold out a promise to explain complex changes
– despite a lack of information. For instance, digitization is supposed to help control the challenges of the
energy transition and climate protection. To find out

The future is digital: Alanus von Radecki (IAO) sees a lot
of chances for climate protection

how North Rhine-Westphalian municipalities benefit
from this, “innovation & energy” spoke with Alanus
von Radecki, who researches digital transformation
and the “smart city”, among other things, at the Frauenhofer Institute for Industrial Engineering (IAO).
This expert from the Fraunhofer Institute explained that digitization is not intended to be an end
in itself. Radecki: “We must employ digitization as far
as possible for greater goals which we wish to achieve.
For example, by sharing resources digitally we can
make more efficient use of things and raise the synergy potentials. Growing energy consumption is not a
problem as such if we can recover (and utilise) an ever
greater quantity of energy from renewable sources.
But I wouldn’t say that digitization necessarily means
more energy consumption. With the intelligent (digital) control of energy consumption and energy generation it is possible to balance energy flows (waste
heat becomes a source of heating, heating becomes
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cooling etc.), and so the energy consumption will possibly decline.”
If a town or region adopts the right approach,
it will intertwine its sustainability strategy and thus
become a “smart town” or “smart region” – in close
collaboration with local industry new business potentials for digital technologies are tried out, the location is boosted and at the same time emissions and
the consumption of resources are reduced. But this
assumes a correspondingly strong vision on the part
of politicians and leading figures and the ability to
maintain this balance even in the face of resistance,
according to Radecki.
“Unintentional excesses of digitization (for example Bitcoins) must be more effectively regulated
in future on a national or supra-national level.” But
Radecki has clear words to say against a loss of control
of the processes.
In connection with climate change municipalities see a specific need for action in the adjustment
to the consequences of such climate change. Once
again digitization can make a useful, supporting contribution towards coping with the challenges. “But
we can achieve a direct alleviation with respect to climate adjustment with more nature in towns and by
improving the way we handle water and green areas.
Digital tools are not necessarily needed for this. Sensors and digital planning tools can help us adjust our
urban planning to climate change – for instance in that
we invest in urban green areas, drainage and seepage areas on the basis of a large quantity of data. But
digitization can assist us in changing our behaviour.
In this way we will make a far greater contribution for
adapting to climate change and to the avoidance of
greenhouse gas emissions.”
Against the high investment costs in digitization,
which municipalities often shy away from, there are
longer term advantages – according to Radecki . Overall a substantial plus will be experienced in the course
of several years.

The complete interview can be
found here:
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr166

Think big and get
everyone round the table

F

ive buildings on eight levels, six heating control
centres with ten heat generators, three ventilation systems and 18 air-conditioning units, that’s
what the heating and ventilation system of the block
looked like a few years ago which is now the home of
the fashion house Modehaus Ebbers e.K. This jumble
extending beyond the land and property boundaries
has now been unscrambled: Ebbers has centralised
and harmonised all the systems – heating, cooling,
air-conditioning, light and ventilation. All the lighting
systems have been converted to LED. A new naturalgas-fired cogeneration unit (CHP plant) supports the
central heat supply; there are five decentralised heat
storage facilities to ensure an even workload. A network of measuring points records the energy flows
and temperatures. The central ventilation system with
heat recovery under the roof controls the air quantities
according to heat demand and CO2 levels in the rooms.
For this holistic approach in the heating and
ventilation systems Modehaus Ebbers was awarded
the EnergyInnovation.Prize of EnergyAgency.NRW
in 2018. A good reason to ask CEO Christoph Berger
three questions.

What was the most important step in the conversion
and what savings did it achieve?
Berger: The most important was the decision to
think big from the beginning and to get everyone round
the table, neighbouring property-owners and tenants,
to collect all the figures. Only after this preparatory
work did the potential savings become evident and
finally also augmentable. We cut the total gas consumption by more than 40 percent.

CEO Christoph
Berger from
Modehaus Ebbers
in Warendorf lays
great store by
energy efficiency

What motivated you to take these extensive measures?
Berger: The starting point was that we took a
close look at the consumption figures for electricity
and gas so as to compare suppliers. The figures we
acquired ourselves then highlighted the needs for
an expert view, in other words an energy consultation. In this way we localised the big energy guzzlers
and we were faced with the decision either to make a
one-to-one replacement investment or to look at the
complete heating and ventilation systemically in order to achieve greater energy efficiency. If you look at
all the processes you get more and more new ideas
and develop ambitious energy saving goals. Handling
resources in an economical way is also an entrepreneurial challenge after all.
You’re making further plans – what’s next?
Berger: The big theme with us – as with many
other commercial spaces – is the deployment of photovoltaics for our own consumption. Furthermore we
will connect a further building to the heating network
and tackle the roof insulation.

innovation & energy 1 | 2019
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Climate protection?
Count me in!
Everybody’s heard of him – Manfred “Manni” Breuckmann! This law
graduate has made a name for himself as an accomplished radio journalist, and a sporting and, in particular, soccer commentator. But “Manni” can do more than the heel toe cut! As a committed and critical journalist, for instance, also knows about the tiki-taka of climate protection.

H

e is a patron of the series of events
going under the title “2 degrees in
the Wesel district” which is organised by the local climate protection alliance
in collaboration with the EnergyAgency.
NRW. “innovation & energy” had three
question on this...

What prompted you to get involved in climate protection?
Breuckmann: I think that climate
protection on a regional and local level –
outside the big conferences and political
debates – simply makes sense. That’s why
I answered in the affirmative when asked
by the climate alliance in the district of Wesel to moderate a number of events. This
concerns quite concrete and tangible projects which advance the cause of climate
protection. You can count me in on that.

bags. And I make sure – without playing
the adamant heating policeman – that my
apartment is not heating too much and often unnecessarily.

What do you do in your private life to protect the climate?
Breuckmann: In my private activities
there’s still a lot of space to do more. But
anyway: I’ve just bought a hybrid car. At
a very early stage I stopped using plastic

If you wanted to give a message to the
powerful of this world – what would you
say in relation of climate protection?
Breuckmann: The powerful of this
world will never consider listening to me.
My message, even if it comes to nothing,
is: “In all your climate protection activities
never go on saying again and again, explicitly or implicitly, that things are even worse
in other countries. That’s certainly won’t
help us to make progress.
All the best and have a nice evening, Manni”.

Federal government’s 7th energy research programme

A

s early as September 2018 the decision was taken to hold the 7th energy
research programme “Innovations
for the Energy Transition”. It contains the
guidelines for the coming year’s energy
research funding in the amount of seven
billion euros. It is intended that energy
transition projects benefit from this. Focal
subject areas are a systemic approach, energy efficiency and international networking. A new funding format includes “real
laboratories” to try out the energy system
of tomorrow today. The aim is to achieve
extensive decarbonisation in experimentation spaces which are limited in time and
space under real, near-market conditions.
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These are on a larger scale and thematically more comprehensive than previous
demonstration projects. At the same time
it is intended in future to support start-ups
more vigorously as a major source of ideas
for the energy transition.
The previous research field of fuel
cell/hydrogen has been integrated in the
overall funding system.

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr167
innovation & energy 1 | 2019

450 school
students at
climate summit

A
87th climate protection
estate in NRW
In the Cologne suburb of Mülheim the estate
Stegerwaldsiedlung is being refurbished to
create the biggest climate protection estate
in North Rhine-Westphalia to date.

T

he housing company Deutsche Wohnungsgesellschaft mbH is modernising around 700 dwellings from the
1950s and RheinEnergie AG has drawn up
an exemplary energy concept for this residential district. The refurbishment measures cover, among others, insulation of the
facades, the installation of new windows
and the conversion of the heat supply for
heating and hot water from gas heating
to heat pumps and district heating. Large
photovoltaic panels with an output of 968
kWp are being installed on the roofs. The
electricity generated is stored on the spot
and is used for the heat pumps, to charge
electric cars and as inexpensive tenant
electricity. In order to use the electricity
as efficiently as possible in this district,
RheinEnergie AG has developed a new
estate management system.
NRW Economic Affairs and Digitization Minister Prof. Dr. Andreas Pinkwart
also welcomes the project: “The future
of urban metropolitan regions belongs to
digitally supported solutions. I have seen
for myself on the spot the innovative combination of environmentally friendly energy extraction, storage and utilisation.
innovation & energy 1 | 2019

With this energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions have been substantially reduced. The linking of the housing
and mobility sectors also helps ensure the
efficient use of energy. As the largest town
in North Rhine-Westphalia, Cologne is setting an excellent example as a smart city
project.”
The aim of the state government is to
initiate in North Rhine-Westphalia a total
of 100 climate protection estates in which
the heat-related CO 2 emissions can be
substantially reduced. The Stegerwaldsiedlung estate was the 87th project to be
accorded the status of “Climate Protection Estate NRW”. It is also one of the first
climate protection estates where digitization has been used to put sector linking into practice. The 37 estates already
completed are now occupied by more than
6,000 people.

round 450 school students from the
whole Federal Republic of Germany
took part in the school students’
summit in the Bad Alzuflen City Theatre.
The students came from, among others,
Flensburg, Oberallgäu, Potsdam and Osnabrück in order to learn about climate
change and discuss the possibilities of
influencing it. From East Westphalian
schools alone about 350 students took
part in the summit. It was organised by
the agency GetPeople, the EnergyAgency.NRW and the Lippe climate pact. The
large number of participants was possible
thanks in part to the fact that this year 22
“Masterplan 100% Climate Protection“
municipalities participated. In the morning the students heard talks from scientists on the natural and man-made greenhouse effect, how climate research works
and the impact of climate change taking
as an example the Great Barrier Reef in
Australia. School students from Shanghai
and Zambia were linked via video conferences. They gave some insight into the importance of climate and climate change in
their everyday lives.
Taking the concerns of the Generation
Future seriously – that was crucial for the
success of the school students’ climate
summit in Bad Salzuflen.

www.energieagentur.nrw/qr168
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The annual Wind Energy Con
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CO2 from the production of beverages and
bioethanol becomes storable gas
In the production of alcohol and alcoholic drinks carbon dioxide (CO2) is released. Scientists from the University of Applied Sciences Ostwestfalen-Lippe (OWL) conduct research
into how this can be converted into natural gas and used to
store renewable energies.

W

ith wind turbines and solar energy alone it
will not be possible to accomplish the energy transition – science must in particular
make progress in the storage of energy: “Generation
capacities already have to be shut down because the
power grids are overloaded. This and the throttling
in conventional power plants give rise to outage payments which cause the costs of electricity generation
to shoot up,” Timo Broeker explains. He is a member
of the scientific staff in beverages technology at the
OWL University of Applied Sciences.
The idea: Electricity from wind and solar energy is converted into hydrogen by electrolysis. This is
made into natural gas with the help of carbon dioxide.
This gas can be stored with the existing infrastructure.
Carbon dioxide arising during alcoholic fermentation
– for instance in the production of spirits or beer, as
well as in the production of bioethanol, which is added
to vehicle fuel. One partner in the project is Südzucker AG. “Südzucker operates large-scale bioethanol
plants. The use of carbon dioxide improves the climate balance of production – and in the best case it
also improves the rating of bioethanol as a product,”
Broeker explains.
The basis for the current research is the foregoing project “bioCONNECT”. The scientists at the OWL
University of Applied Sciences have examined how
carbon dioxide which arises during fermentation in
beer brewing can be used. For this purpose they have

innovation & energy 1 | 2019

developed a plant which produces natural gas with the
help of carbon dioxide and this natural gas is used to
store renewable energy. The researchers are continuing their development work on this plant and they are
building it up again on a larger scale – the aim of the
present project is to verify the economic efficiency.
Among other things it is intended to simulate operation on the computer with real data from wind power
generation.
The project “Implementation of a need-based
power-to-gas concept in CO2 -emitting fermentation
systems” – “bioCO 2nvert” in short – is being coordinated at the OWL University of Applies Sciences
by Professor Jan Schneider of the Institute for Food
Technology.NRW (ILT.NRW). Professor Klaus Heikrodt
of the Faculty of Machine Technology and Mechatronics is also involved. It is being funded by the Federal
Ministry of Education and Research in the funding line
FHprofUnt. The OWL University of Applied Sciences
will receive about 730,000 euros for three years.
Alongside Südzucker AG other industrial companies
are partners in the project: The companies Viessmann, PRG Präzisions-Rührer Gesellschaft Warburg
and Klärgastechnik Deutschland from Lemgo-Lieme
support the Lemgo working group both financially and
in the practical implementation, The project volume
thus totals about 800,000 euros.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr169
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First energy research dialogue in NRW

W

hat’s needed to make the energy transition in North RhineWestphalia a success? What
should energy research concentrate on?
What form should the funding take? As
the North Rhine-Westphalian energy research offensive kicked off, representatives of politics, industry and science met
at the end of 2108 for a joint dialogue with
the economic affairs ministry to discuss
these questions.
Christoph Dammermann, State Secretary in the economic affairs ministry
said:: “North Rhine-Westphalia intends

to maintain and expand its technological lead in research and development for
the energy transition and climate protection. Our intention is to continue funding
the strong science landscape and top
research. This is the basis for a modern
energy system and hence for prosperity
in our state.”
The energy transition is one of the
greatest social challenges of our time.
North Rhine-Westphalia is the number one
energy region: More energy is converted
and used here than in any other federal
state in Germany. For a successful energy

transition innovations relating to the transformation of the energy system are absolutely indispensable. That is why energy
research enjoys a high status in this state.
The dialogue event “Platform for Energy Research in North Rhine-Westphalia” is part of the North Rhine-Westphalian
energy research offensive. Its aim is to
boost the exchange between the players
from politics, industry and science on the
strategic orientation of energy research
in North Rhine-Westphalia. In future is will
take place on a regular basis with changing personnel.

More climate protection in industry
How can industry in North Rhine-Westphalia maintain its competitiveness, generate additional growth and at the same time
help achieve the Paris climate targets?

E

xperts from companies and industrial associations, science and administration will be drawing
the necessary strategies
over the next four years
under the umbrella of
“IN4climate.NRW”.
Within this framework industrial companies, science and the
state government will be working in
innovation teams on drawing up new future visions and approaches for a greenhouse-gas-neutral production and the
manufacture of climate-friendly products. New production processes which
emit less greenhouse gases can become
a major key for an industry in NRW which
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will remain competitive in future – and this
against the background of rising prices for
emission certificates. For instance, in
steel manufacture the process
gases produced could be
converted to chemical
products or coking coal
could be replaced by
hydrogen, which would
substantially cut the CO2
emissions.
The industrial companies will get support from the state government, which is
working hard to create innovation-friendly
parameters – and from science who will
provide accompanying support. With this
new initiative the state government is
combining the forces in an as yet unique

way to make North Rhine-Westphalia a future-proof and industrial location which is
climate-neutral on a long-term basis. For
this purpose the former KlimaExpo.NRW,
which showcases projects, is being developed further: IN4climate.NRW is intended
to launch good projects which make a real contribution to climate protection and
then promote them. The state of North
Rhine-Westphalia will take responsibility
for financing the project (including scientific support), which is initially planned for
four years and is backed by 16 million euros. IN4climate.NRW is to mobilise funds
from the federal government and the EU
in the two to three-digit million range for
innovative industrial projects.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr170
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Energy economy is
hugely dynamic

T

he trade fair E-world energy & water, due to take place in February in
Essen, has morphed into the established meeting place for the industry. At
the 19th occasion from 5 to 7 February 2019
the EnergyAgency.NRW spoke with Oliver
P. Kuhrt, the CEO of Messe Essen.

E-world 2019: What’s new, what has stood
the test of time?
Kuhrt: The European energy economy is hugely dynamic, which E-world, as
the central meeting place for the industry,
has reflected since the beginning. At an
early stage we set the tone with areas for
smart energy or the trading floor.
In 2019 the spotlight is on digitization.
Visitors can use the innovation domain of
E-world to learn about trend-setting solutions from young start-ups. For the first
time at this leading fair the NGA broad-

band forum will be held. With this we are
providing a platform for energy supply
companies and municipal utilities who
are increasingly engaged in work for optical fibre expansion. Furthermore we are
expanding the major trade fair topics of
smart city and climate solutions further.
After all, these intelligent, resources-conserving total systems are the future.

Who should be at E-world 2019?
Kuhrt: For every company in the energy sector interested in new contacts,
business divisions and innovations, Eworld is just as much a must as for suppliers, service providers and representatives
of research, science and the media. Every
year 750 exhibitors and more than 25,000
visitors from more than 70 countries testify to the status E-world has internationally as the leading trade fair for the energy
economy.
Expansion of the trade fair, digitization of
the energy transition – how will the 20th
E-world 2020 proceed?
Kuhrt: I wouldn’t like to speculate
about the specific content of E-world
2020, but the future themes in everything to do with intelligent networks and
digitization will again play a major part.
Thanks to the modernisation of our fair
site, completed in 2019, the spatial parameters fully meet the innovation standards of E-world.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr171

NRW at
E-world

F

rom 5 to 7 February 2019 E-world
energy & water will again be the
meeting point for the international
energy industry. For the 19 th time companies, institutions and start-ups will demonstrate their solutions in everything to
do with the energy supply of the future
at the Messe Essen exhibition site. This
ranges from the production transport
and storage through trading, efficiency
and green technologies. Also taking part
is the North Rhine-Westphalian Economic Affairs and Digitization Ministry. They
will be exhibiting in Hall 3, on stand 370,
together with the EnergyAgency.NRW
and he Clusters EnergyRegion.NRW and
EnergyResearch.NRW. On the joint stand
of the state there will also be 20 companies and research institutions presenting
key technologies for the energy system
of the future.
23rd Expert Conference on Future Energies NRW on 5 February 2019
The EnergyAgency.NRW with the Clusters
EnergyRegioin.NRW and EnergyResearch.
NRW will be holding their 23rd Expert Conference on Future Energies on 5 February
2019 within the context of the Essen energy fair. The North Rhine-Westphalia Evening with live music on 5 February from 6
p.m. on the NRW stand in Hall 3 will provide
an opportunity to round off the day at the
fair in a relaxed atmosphere.
Registration for the Conference:
www.energieagentur.nrw.de

Wood energy and forest magic

I

n this country wood is not only a source
of energy, but it is also primarily a production and construction material. Of the
roughly 53 million cubic metres of wood
felled in Germany in 2017, 19 percent was
used to generate heat. With a wood supply
of 3.7 billion cubic metres Germany is way
ahead of the other European countries,
but only the sustainable management of
it forests guarantees replenishment. In an
interview with Heidrun Buß-Schöne, CEO
innovation & energy 1 | 2019

of the association Waldbauernverband NRW e.V., under the web heading “Im
Gespräch” it is possible
to learn a lot about the
romanticised German
forest where the idea
of a power saw doesn’t
seem to fit: The fact
that, for example, 64 percent in Germany is in private

hands and that a lot of wood
in the private forests remains unused. Or that
it is hardly possible to
manage small forest
areas without cooperative projects. The
whole interview can be
found at:
www.energieagentur.nrw/
im-gespraech
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European Energy Award

Six golds for NRW towns,
districts and communities
At the end of the year 21 North Rhine-Westphalian towns,
communities and districts were presented by the Energy
Agency.NRW with the European Energy Award (eea) in the
Münster palace of Erbdrostenhof.

T

he European Energy Award is given to a municipality if it implements at least 50 percent of the
measures which have been accompanied by accredited eea consultants since the start of the process. Gold awards went in 2018 to the towns of Münster, Bielefeld, Borgholzhausen, Rietberg and Telgte
and to the community of Nottuln. Also honoured were
the towns of Herdecke, Lennestadt, Wetter an der
Ruhr, Bad Oeynhausen, Schloß Holte-Stukenbrock,
Emmerich am Rhein, Neuss, Remscheid, Straelen,
Viersen, Sankt Augustin and Hörstel as well as the
community of Kall, the Oberbergisch district and the
Rhine-Sieg district.
Prior to the awards ceremony the Economic Affairs and Digitization Minister Prof. Dr. Andreas Pinkwart said: “The municipalities are an important engine of the energy transition. The fact that 21 towns,
communities and districts from North Rhine-Westphalia were involved is testimony to the responsibility borne by our municipalities in the field of climate
protection. This is evident, for example, from new
schemes for mobility and the use of renewable energies in the urban residential districts.” The eea is a
certificate recognised throughout Europe for municipal activities in everything to do with climate protection and energy efficiency. It is all the more gratifying that North Rhine-Westphalian municipalities are
active and successful. 99 NRW municipalities (87
towns and communities, 12 districts) take part in an
energy management process and every fifth citizen of
North Rhine-Westphalia lives in a certified municipal-
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ity. Nationwide this means 310 towns, communities
or districts taking part in the eea. The municipalities
are assessed for various projects – from the climateadjusted urban planning of the Beilefeld project “Climate District of Sennestadt) to the supply of local
heating to churches and youth hostels in Nottuln in
the Münsterland region. Nottuln has been awarded
gold eea for the third time. As from this year all municipal buildings and the complete street lighting are
supplied completely with certified green electricity.
Furthermore the connection of further private heat
customers to the Hummelbach local heating network
is being vigorously pursued – recently a church and
a newly erected youth hostel. The local heating network is supplied with energy by combined heating
and power units and a wood-chip-fired.
Lothar Schneider, Director of the EnergyAgency.
NRW, stressed that systematic municipal energy management is a tried and tested instrument for raising
the sustainability potentials in towns and communities. “For example, nowadays we are reminded almost
daily by extreme weather events that climate protection is an ongoing challenge,” Schneider said. He also
pointed out the economic benefits beckoning to municipalities if they use renewable energies and systematically raise energy efficiency potentials. Schneider:
“Climate protection efforts by a municipality ae also a
soft location factor and strengthen the position of the
municipality in the face of competition for attracting
companies.”
www.energieagentur.nrw/eea
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Mine water
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Eternal load and
eternal energy source
On 31 December 2018 active coal
mining came to an end in NRW with
the closure of the last two mines
Prosper-Haniel and Ibbenbüren.
But this doesn’t mean that the use
of underground tunnels and pits
has to end as well.
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T

he State Agency for Nature, Environment and Consumer Protection of
NRW (LANUV) was commissioned
by the NRW Economic Affairs and Digitization Ministry to draw up the potential study
“Warm Mine Water” to examine the energy
potential of mine water in NRW.
For example in the regions of hard
coal mining alone a heat quantity of around
1,300 gigawatt hours per year could be
made available in the reference year 2035
thanks to the warm mine water which can
be taken from the water drainage locations
or accessible shaft in order to supply heat
in future in NRW. This is the equivalent of
the heat demand of about 75,000 singlefamily houses.
The President of LANUV, Dr. Thomas Delschen said: “The heat transition is a
major challenge in Germany and specifically for North Rhine-Westphalia. The increased use of energy from warm mine water can help in our state’s mining regions
to achieve an efficient and renewable heat
supply. At these locations the structural
change is practically tangible.”
Leonhard Thien, Head of the Geothermal Energy Division of the Energy
Agency.NRW explained: “The social and
political pressure on the future of hard
coal and brown coal sites is immense.
The study now published provides a milestone in possible recycling and shows
how varied the possibilities are in the
heating sector for lowering CO 2 emissions.”
innovation & energy 1 | 2019
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The EnergyAgency.NRW is at your service as an impartial, institution in all matters related to energy and
is borne by the state of NRW: as a service provider for
the state it is not a subordinate authority of the state.
It is run by the EnergyAgency.NRW GmbH. The Energy
Agency.NRW offers companies in the state platforms
for strategic alliances. In addition it offers initial consultancy and training services for administrative bodies
and companies.

Titel:
The drivers Gürsen Coskun and Kouamé Pascal Yao in
front of their hydrogen-powered bus operated by Regionalverkehr Köln GmbH

If the existing technical potentials
which warm mine water could make available over all the mining regions examined
in NRW are exploited, it will be possible to
save up to 1.2 million tonnes of CO2 per
year.
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The study in the internet:
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Newsletter & Social Media
Whether it’s energy-saving tips, information about new funding programmes or climate-protection projects – every
week, our free-of-charge newsletter’s editorial team supplies up-to-date information on all facets of the subject of
energy for companies, municipalities and consumers. To subscribe: www.energieagentur.nrw (Service). You can
also find EnergyAgency.NRW on Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, YouTube, Xing, Linkedin and Instagram.

Climate flag for repair cafés
in Wesel District
Last December the climate
protection flag of the municipalities of the district of Wesel
were awarded to the Hünxe
repair café in Hünxe town hall.
The Hünxe town hall received
the climate protection flag on
behalf of all repair cafés in the
district of Wesel. Repair cafés
are honorary gatherings where
the participants repair defective appliances – e.g. vacuum
cleaners, radios or hairdryers –
by themselves or together with
others. In this way they counter
the trend towards the throwaway society. According to the
“Climate Alliance of Municipalities in the District of Wesel” the
repair cafés are thus helping to
change attitudes. The Climate
Alliance consists of eight municipalities and the district of
Wesel concerned with the subject of climate protection.

New cluster for sustainable
and clean vehicle fuels
RWTH University of Aachen
welcomes the approval of the
Excellence Cluster 2186 “The
Fuel Science Center – Adaptive
System for the Conversion of
Renewable Energy and Carbon
Sources”. As from 1 January
2019 this is being funded via
the German Research Community DFG for a period of seven
years. The coordinators Prof.
Stefan Pischinger and Prof.
Walter Leitner claim: “Synthetic fuels offer a major option for
harvesting renewable energy
for mobility and transport.”
The Jülich Research Centre as
well as the Max Planck Institute
for Chemical Energy Conversion and the Max Planck Institute for Carbon Research are
also involved.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr173

Online platform for energy
companies established
The EnergyAgency.NRW has
established a new social media platform for North RhineWestphalian energy companies interested in international
energy markets. In the community EXPORT ENERGY NRW
registered companies have the
opportunity to maintain direct
contact with other companies
to exchange views and discuss project ideas. In national
forums designed for the purpose members can find project
partners for specific foreign
projects, report on their experience and gather information
on the activities of NRW’s foreign trade funding on the different national markets. The
new EXPORT ENERGY NRW
community is a digital platform
for NRW companies from the
energy sector who already operate internationally or wish to
do so.
www.energieagentur.nrw/qr174

“KlimaKidz” and “KlimaTeens”
again open for bookings
As from now the projects “KlimaKidz” and “KlimaTeens” of
the EnergyAgency.NRW can
again be booked at secondary schools in NRW. The free
instruction units offer school
students a playful introduction
to the world of renewable energies and climate protection.
Specialist support and experiments leave enduring impressions and awaken the spirit of
research. The “KlimaKidz” action deals with the basics of climate protection and renewable
energies in the 5th and 6th school
years. With “KlimaTeens” 7th to
9th graders examine the relationship between climate protection and everyday products.
Teachers can use the units as
informative sessions to enable
them to implement these projects subsequently under their
own direction.
Booking by email:
KlimaTeens@energieagentur.nrw

